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Tne purpose of XiAa thesis whs to obtain data with Khicb
to evaluate the single standard, single-image rating aid in
order to determine tne accuracy of the assigned ratings and
the consistency of those ratings when using this aid.
As additional objectives, an attempt was made to determine
whether or not rating ability when using this aid is aliected
by the experience in the field of time study, the size of town
in which company is located, the number of employees in the
plant, the rating concept of the observer, and the geographical
area in which the observer is employed.
A single standard, single image loop rating aid allows
the rater making the time study to compare visually, at the
same instant, the operator's pace against the standard pace
as given by the bench mark film. It is suggested that this
visual aid of a single standard pace will allow the rater to
determine the operator* s deviation from that standard pace
more accurately and would also increase the consistency of
the rating.
The films that were rated consisted of eighteen films of
six different actual factory operations, each of the operations
being performed at three different rate** of activity. The
eighteen films were shown in random order alongside the single
loop aid. The single image loop rating aid *as the standard
bench mark lor 1004 pace.
The preidentif ied mark-sensing IBM cards marked by the
observers were later puncneo with additional pertinent inform-







Kith tnis additional iniormation It was possible to obtain and
analyze the ratings of the entire group in respect to any of
the items on the Questionnaire.
An analynis oi the data revealed that in the entire , roup,
33f of the raters were »ithin ±bti of the best approximation of
the correct ratings, waile 39% were within +5? of the group
avera . This indicates that on the first application of this
new method of rating, the average rater did as well or better,
in both accuracy and consistency, as he did using his own method
of rating. This suggests that with practice, the aocurpcy and
consistency of the ratings using the single loop aid may well
surpass those obtained by the conventional methods.
The accuracy and consistency of the ratings assigned when
using the single loop aid does* not correlate with any given
degree of time atudy experience, the place of initial time study
training, the number of employees in the plant, the method of
rating, nor tne size of the town in which the company is located.
The geographical area of the observer does not reflect in any
way on the accuracy of the ratings; however, due to familiarity
with the single ima^e rating technique, the Michigan group of
raters *ere somewhat better in the consistency of their ratings.
These results indicate that the single loop aid tends to
eliminate any possible differences in accuracy and consistency
caused by the previously mentioned factors by providing a







A* EVALUATION 07 A tINOLI 8TAHDAHD, SINGLE IMAGE RATING AID
FOR TIME STUDY RATING
INTRODUCTION
when time studies were first introduced in industry, the
unions regarded it as Just anotner adjunct to forcing the last
ounce of effort out of the workers without any consideration of
the r physical welfare. Unfortunstely labor had some justifiable
grounds in its accusation, for tine and motion study hsd ite
birth in the era of "efficiency experts" where unscrupulous
engineers attempted to increase productivity through unreason-
able requirements of physical performance end speed-ups. This
was, of course, directly contrary to the objectives and
principles of the unions; hence, time and motion study acouired
in its infancy the opposition of labor. It has taken many
years to change the attitude labor erroneously acouired *bout
time studies. Only tnrcuph the dissemination and complete
explanation of the principles of scientific time study through-
out the field of labor, have the workers gradually come to
realize that sound time studies say provide re*l benefits in
the form of simplified work and reduced hazards, discomfort,
and fatigue. In obtaining the confidence and cooperation of
the labor unions, exacting principles for all phages of time
and motion study must be formalized ia that they may be
scrutinized and accepted or rejected by the representatives
of labor. There can be no guessing on any phase of human









performance; the pheuor/ienon 10 be judged must be In concrete
form and the same for any number of observers whether they be
company time study engineer b or ur.ion representatives.
In making time studies, Mundel lists five distinct steps.
They are:
1. Defining the standard unit of measuroa eut.
2. Recording the method.
3. Observing the time taken by a particular operator.
4. Rating or relating performance to standard.
5. Application of allowance.
Of these five major L'teps, it is generally agreed by the
foremost leaders in the field of time study that the problem of
rating or relating performance to Standard is the most difficult.
Standard pace ia implicitly defined in llundel's definition of
standard time which is:
The time that will be r.ecesspry to accomplish a unit of
work, using a given method, under given conditions, by a worker
possessing sufficient skill to do the job properly, . cally
fit for the job, after adjustment to it, a^ the average person
who can be expected to be put on the job and storking at a ;-acc
100/130 of the maximum pace that can be maintained, day after
day, without harmful physical effects. 2
There are many different and varied procedures for t:.e
rat if time studies in present day use. Those using purely
mathematical formula have usually been discarded as meaningless.
Lowry, iLaynard, ana Stegemerten use a level %m§ tiethod 1: oh
the factors of skill, effort, conditions, and consistency are
1 Marvin E. Mundel, Systematic .v.otion and Time ^tudy
(Hew York: Prentice-Hail, Inc., 1947), p. 132.
2 Ibid ., p. 131.
•ft.
•
1determined and then these factors uped to *nter f. performance
rating table.' However the majority of experts in the field
of time study, including Mundel, Presgrave, Barnes, and
Carroll, ay-ree tnat single factor rating seems to be the best,
although the basis of the comparison suggested differs from
author to author. The definition of rating adopted by tne
Rational Com i U tee set up by the Society tor the Advancement
of Management for the purpose of studying the subject of rating-
is quoted as follows;
Rating is that process during *hich the time study
engineer comparer, ine performance <jJ MM operator under
observation with the obberver's own concept of proper
perlormance.^
Hating, as frequently employed, requires & great amount of
judgment on tne part of the time study man inasmuch as he is
required to compare tne observed rate of activity of an operator
against his own mental concept of standard periormance.
3 8teward M. Lowry, Harold B. MmfttTt, t. J. ^te^emerten,
' i ? i.-i 'jUqp tu.-iy I ftd tfaEBmrnftj "icr |JH iBSfflmjlXJi ( *••
York:"" McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1932)
,
p. 144.
4 Mundel, oo. clt . . p. 158.
5 Ralph Presgrave, Dynamics of Time study (2nd edition,
New Tork: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 194b) p. 154.
6 Ralph M. Barnes, Motion and Tino u udy (3d edition:
Tfew York: John Wiley * lone, Ino.,"T349) p. 353.
7 Phil Carroll, Time gtucy for Cost Control
,
(Few York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., l938"Fp7 96.
8 Progress Report of tne Committee on Rating of Time
Studies, Advaneed k ana/: eaen
t






It is obvious that trie mental concepts of standard performance
will Tar/ between time study ratere. It is this intangible
mental concept of time study rating that causes unreliable and
inconsistent ratings. It has been proposed to attack this
problem by the introduction of at least one film of standard
pace a 8 a rating aid.
A single standard, single image loop rating aid would
allow the rater making the time study to compare visual 1
,
at the same instant, the operator's pace against the standard
pace as given by the bench mark film. It is suggested that
this visual aid of a single standard pace will allow the rater
to determine the operator 1 * deviation from that standard pace
more accurately and would also increase the consistency of
the rating.




Little, if any, information concerning the use of n single
standard, single ina> e loop rating aid ie available; hence, the
main purposes of this thesis are:
1. Determine the accuracy of tne assigned ratings when
using this aid.
2. Determine the com ibtency of the assigned ratings nhen
using tnis aid.
3. Determine whether or not rating ability when ubing this
aid is affected by:
a. Experience in the field of time study.
b. Geographical area in *hich the observer
is employed.
o. Place of initial time study training.
d. Number of employees in plant in which
the observer i^ employed.
e. Size of town in which company is located.






Before the Collection of the Data
Previous investigations have resulted in evidence which
indicates that notion pictures are one of the best methocs for
10 11
making time studies. It was found to be as accurate or
more accurate and consistent than that of rating the actual
13
operator at the job. Cne of the same studies also indicates
that the entire cycle should be rated, rather than individual
elements, to obtain more accurate and consistent results in
the ratings. With this in mind, motion pictures of operations
were made *ith a camera running at a constant speed of one
thousand feet per minute. The film was then t pi iced into a
loop and, by means of a "atrobotac"
,
projected at the same
speed at which it was taken. The single image loop aid was
made in the same manner and presented an operator working at
a pace which was regarced as standard pace.
The films that were rated consisted of six different
actual factory operations, each of the operations being per-
formed at three different rates of activity. These ratings
thus provided an indication of rating ability over a reasonable
range of activity. A careful analysis of the eighteen films
10 Ralph M. Barnes, "What Has Been Done to Improve
Rating Operator Performance", Proceedings of tne Rational
Time and Motion Study Clinic
.
(Kov ember 194 5) p. 15.
11 Louis Margolin, "A Comparison of Two Methods of
Presentation for Time Study Rating," (Unpublished Master's










was aade In order to check method and to determine the length
of each of the cycles. For cycle times see table L, Appendix a
The films were carefully edited and » pi iced into 111m loops
so they could be fihown continuously. All the cycles in the
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PROCEDURE: PART B
The Collection of Hata
In the evaluation of the b ingle Btandard b ingle loop aid
in rating time studies , a group of t event /-three experienced
time study engineers were employed as tne raters. The data
was obtained during the afternoon session of the Fifth Annual
Time and Vfotion Work Session concucted under tne supervision
of Dr. Marvin E. Slundel, Professor of Industrial Engineering
at Purdue University, on March 15, 1950. Tne roster of tho^e
attending ib given in table 2, Appendix A. In order to
facilitate the recording and tne tabulation of the data,
preidentif ied mark-sensing IBM cards were used to record
the observer 1 s assigned ratings. The IBM card code number
along with certain other pertinent information was recorded
by the time study engineers on a questionnaire which they
filled out at the beginning of the work session. lw The cover
page of tne questionnaire is reproduced in table 3, Appendix A.
The single imafce loop rating aid wae one of twelve loops
14
rated by the same group in the morning ion. From the
data obtained in the raw rating of the twelve loops from those
raters having over one year's experience, the 100ft loop was
determined. It was this loop which was used for the standard
bench mark in the afternoon single standard, single image loop
aid rating session.
13 Bernard 3. Borrus, "The Present State of Time Study,"
(Unpublished Master' e Thesis, Purdue University, Lafayette,
Indiana, 1950)
14 Larry 8. Lockett, "An evaluation oi Time Study Rating of







9The filas which were rated were Known to the (..roup In the
randoa order, as outlined in table 1, Appendix >. Immed lately
to the rif.nt of tne film being; rated wa& projected the single
image loop rating aid. Before the actual rating ol tne l iim
was undertaken, the group was caret ully instructed as to the
following cautions and methods to be employed in assigning
the ratings:
1. The only criterion to be judged was tne rate of
activity of the body meaber controlling the tpeed at which
the work ras being performed, taking no aocount of the job
difficulty.
2. The rating of each of the eighteen mas by the
individual observers was to be determined by using the single
Image loop aid as the bench mark for 100% pace.
3. The metnods as presented in the films shown were to
be accepted as correct.
4. The films were projected on the screen for approximate-
ly three minutes, allowing one minute for the raters to record
their ratings on their personal recording sheets and or the IBM





The pert inset information as outlined below was taken
fron the observer's questionnaires and entered on his marked
IBM cards. The oards were then processed tnrough the various
IBM machines obtaining twenty-two arrays ol the observer's
assigned ratings for each of the eighteen films based on the
following breakdowns.
A. Entire group as a whole
B. Degree of Experience
1. 0-6 months
2. 6 months - 2 years
3. 3-4 years
4. over 4 years.
C. Geographical Area of Observer




0. Place of Initial Time Study training
1. College
2. Company








F. Population of town in which plant is located
1. Under 5,000
3. 5,000 - 10,000
3. 10,001 - 25,000
4. 25,001 - 50,0^>
I. 50,001 - 100,000
6. Over 100,000
G. Method of rating
1, By own concept of standard performance
2. By Lome film or other embodiment of
standard performance
With the assumptions that the data ^as obtained fro* a group
of observers who know ho* to rate ana that there is no way to
know the exact correct rating values of the eighteen films, the
best approximations of the correct rating values to be assigned
to the film3 were iound in the manner as outlined in table 4,
Appendix 3. A oonsistent series baaed on the actual number of
film frames for each o/cle *'as obtained for each job. The
averages of the observer's ratings on each job were correlated
with this conai^tent series so that the suras of the squares of
their deviations from this series were a minimum. A sample
calculation of the best approximation of the correct rating
values ifl given in table 5, Appendix B.
"Accuracy" is a measure of now near a given rating is to









while •consistency" la a measure of how near a given rating la
to the group average.
The obaervera aaslgned ratings were compared with the best
equivalent correct rating valuer thub found and the various per-
oentagea c: arvers within the rating eTror Units of +©£,
iTi • t - : • ±-°"!'» &»<* over ^301 were computed for the entire
group and the various group breakdowns. In a tiailar manner,
the observers 1 ratings were compared with the group average to
determine the percentages within the given consistency limits.
In order to determine whether the suapectea cause of vari-
ation of the mean nuaber of observers within the limit* of ±b%,
±7i* > ±i0^# and ±204. among the various sub-group breakdowns
wae re-il, or if tA*t«*d me observed variations in means were
merely attributable to T^sjlft, the statistical technique of
anaiysic of variance was employed. The analysis of variance
takes into account the number of meant as well as the
differences between tnc^e j&e&n^. Tnic is necesa*ry afc the
difference between a group of means is a function of the
number of means available for comparison, -ee table b,
Appendix B for outline of method.
Those sub-groups wnich tne analysis of variance indicated
that there was something else beside chance causing the means
to differ significantly among themselves were further investi-
gated by application of the *t distribution** in order to pick
out tfeosm pairs of weans which differed significantly.
15 "'aui d. Hoel, Introduction to Mathematical -i.-, tittles
(Hew York: John Wiley A 3om , Inc.. 1947), p. 158
Si








In analyzing the ratings, It was found that of the
entire fc roup of tsventy-three tiae study enpineerf, 33*? of
their ratings fell *lthin 4.5$ of the correct rating values,
48$ witnin the 4T$$ liaits, 58* within tne 4lG> Units,
while 894 vers within 420$ of the correct rating values.
A measure of consistency of the snas showed
that 29£ of the ratings were within 453 of the group
averages, 55$ within the ±7l\ liaits, 64$ within 410$ liaits,
and 84 it within 120$ liaits. See table 7, Appendix C for
entire group analysis.
Statistical tests, employing the analysis of variance,
*ed that all the variations in accuracy ef ratlags of
sub-groups within the groups bused on the factors of degree
of experience, geographical area of observer, place of
initial tine study training, number of employees in the
plant, population of the town in *hieh the plant ia located,
and aethod of rating, are of no statistical ific&nce and
all differences can be attributed to pure chance alone. This
was found to oe true of the variations in accuracy o. >e
within 4.5', 47^$, and 410$ of the correct ration value. - ee
table 15, Appendix C for bt&tietical significances of various
group breakdowns.
A similar te. t showed that the variations in con* Utency,
as affecting the nuabers of ratings within 45$, ±71% t and 3,10$













place of initial tine study training, number of employees in
tiiant, and aetuod ol rating are or no statistical t.ignif loance.
An analyele of the effect of a ize of town upon the con-
el at enoy of the assigned rating* resulted in eignificar.ee at
the 10 level and at tne 1$ level icr those v. i thin ±bt and
410i respectively , of the group means. The six sub-group
aeaiib of thos-e in the various site of to*n breakdowns who
•ere *ithin x7^ °^ tfc* K*oup **!«ui8 *er» not found to tiffmt
significantly.
The brer»Jcdown by geogrnphlcp.1 area resulted in the
greatest statistical iignific^nce of the entire analysis.
In toe - tency of the ratings within ±f& of the fpn
mean-, significance na» found at the if* level. The critic
valua of F »ae <*.G8, while the computed value ol fQ was 5.33.
Also I i t ic»nce &&* found at the 5$ lev&l tor cc I sr.oy
of rating oithin $7%% and ±iO& of the group a ear; The
fatlnge of the Michigan group of nine men &ere the c&m-e
of fcfri nlficant difference. The consist enoy of the
assi.^i*od ratinga by the Ilflfelgnn .roup of rater* was muoh
higher than tbat of the Northern, Central, and Boutherr-











The interpretation of tne results roust be made in the
light of the following limitations:
1. The observers did not have first hsnd familiarity
with the tasks involved.
3. A film presentation to some observers was a new
i.s of rating.
3. The observers, contrary to instructions, may have
baBea their judgement on something other than the rate oi
activity of the body member controlling the speed at which
the *ork was being performed.
4. The seating location may have enabled Rome to see
the screen more clearly than others.
5. There was no way to effectively check possible
collusion between those observers seated near each other.
6. Tne fatigue of the raters.
From an appraisal of the data and aithin the limit-
ations as given above, several conclusions concerning the
rating ability of the group of industrial engineers under
study may be made. The conclusions are:
1. Time study engineers have a tendency to rate the
slower paces too high, and the higher paces too low, even
when using a single- image rating aid.
2. The accuracy of the ratings assigned by observers
usint:, the single standard, itl le-iraage loop aid does not
correlate with any cegree of experience. Those raters with
little or no experience are equally accurate in assigning
.; V I
16
rating, values as tno- e raters ^no nave had several years
experience In the field of time study. The consistency of
the ratings, like aocurpxy, does not depend upon *ny decree
of experience. The ratere with merely "over six months
experience" are just as consistent In their rating*, as those
wltn "four or more years of experience.*'
3. The place of initial time study training whether
it be in a college or in an industrial organization has no
effect on the accuracy and consistency of time studies when
using the single loop aid. The company trained men can rate
just a3 well as the college trained men, and vice versa.
4. The number of employees in the plant in which the
time study engineer Is employed has no effect on the assigned
ratings. Taoee engineers from plants employing a fetnall number
of personnel have about the same accuracy and consistency,
when using this aid, as engineers from lar^e industrial
organizations.
5. The method of rating has no correlation with either
the accuracy or the consistency of the ratings assigned when
using the 3ingle loop aid. Those rating by some film or
other embodiment of standard performance and those rating
by their own ooncept have the same degree of accuracy and
consistency. Thus the single loop aid tends to eliminate
differences caused by differences in concepts of I rd
performance by providing a single concrete btendard that






6. The size of town In which the company it located
not reflect In any way on the accuracy of time study
rating* when using the single image loop aid. The analysis
of the consistency of th* rating's within +51 of the group
mean of this f^roup, however, indicated that they were barely
significant. This is not considered to be conclusive
evidence and this result indicates than an explanation
other than ilM of town variation should be sought to
account for thie variability. A possible explanation for
this barely significant difference can be attributed to the
fact that the analysis of the data was made only on the basis
of one parameter and also the number of raters in the six
sub-groups varies from 7 to IB, thus a few non-consistent
ratings by one or more members of the smaller grouoB would
tend to have more effect on the group mean than would similar
ratings have in the larger groups. It i3 felt that due to
the above reasons, no conclusions on the effect of the size
of to*n on the consistency of ratings are deducible. It
is suggested that further investigations fcettld be made
using two or more parameters in order to substantiate or
reject this hypothesis,
7. The Michigan group did significantly better than
other geographical groups in consistency of rating when
using the single image loop aid, however, all geograpni.
areas *ere equally accurpte in their ratingB. The Michigan





possible explanation as to why the Michigan group exceeded
the others in consistency io that all of tne group (fro* all
towns) were previously familiarized with the use of the r. ingle
loop aid by Dr. Munriel while he was either acting in a
consultant capacity to their company or working with one
at their professional group.
8. The use of the single standard, single image rating
aid resulted in col of the raters being within +5^ of the beet
estimate of tne correct rating values and 39> of the group
being within 45$ of the £;roup average. Even though the single
isaa^o loop aid was entirely new to tne majority of the men
attending the wore; sesaion they were able to rate as con-
sistently and accurately using this new technique as they
were able to rate using their own individual techniques. I
well recognized psychological characteristic of learning is
that when a person has previously been taught one method of
doing a task, he usuvsJUy has sore difficulty in learning a
new method and his performance is usually lowered when he
first adopts the new method. iS This suggests that with
practice, the accuracy and consistency of the ratings using
the single loop aid *ill surpass thos* obtained by the con-
ventional methods.
Precision oan be greatly enhanced by group rating and
group training in the art of rating and the t.ingle loop aid
Prent
16 Joseph Tiffin, fodustn.-.i a/cnclo^y . (Hew York;
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a/ afford us a eants to accomplish Ifcll . It should al^o be
noted taat the single loop aid al^o ellminaiet; me differ
conceptions of standard performance and starts training the



































































R03TER OF THOSE ATTEKDINO
...OTIOH AKO TIME STUDY WORK UMIOI
MARCH 15, 1950
Abbett, R. E. , Noblitt-'3parks Industries, Inc., North Plant,
Seymour, Indiana.
Arende^ , Harold ••, American Steel Foundries, East St. Louis,
Illinois.
Bauman, Robert F. , Pitman-Moore Co., Indianapolis, Inoiana.
Benson, Lester 3., Brunswick Balke Ooliender Co., Muskegon,
Michigan.
Blackalx, Lowell, Corduroy Rubber Company, Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
Bluhm, Charles F. , Noblitt-Sparks Industries, Inc., Columbus,
Indiana.
Border, Chelsea t«. Crosley Corporation, Richmond, Indiana.
Brose, H. fl. , American 3teel Foundries, Hammond, Indiana.
Burt, Gerald *., Corduroy Rubber Company, Grand Rapids,
Michigan.
Clark, Kenneth, Stephen A. Young Corp., Flora, Indiana.
Coleman, Charles F. , Timken Detroit Axle Co., 100-500 Clark
St., Detroit, Michigan.
Coleman, Gene, Cumiiins Engine Co., Columbus, IntlsM.
Collina, Thomat S. , National Malleable & Steel Castings Co.,
546 North Holmes Avenue, Indianapolis, Indi r .
Crum, Paul C. , Perfect Circle Corp., Hagerstorn, Indiana.
Culbertfon, .vorris K. , National Malleable & Steel Castings
Co., Indianapolis 6, Indiana.
Donald, G. C. , Aluminum Company of America, Lafayette,
Indiana.
Duntley, Johnic., Colgate-Palatolive-Peet Co., Jet fersonville,
Indiana.
Sagle, BlXllMI K., Bureon Knitting Co., Rockford, Illinois.
Ertel, Mark A., Perfect Circle Corp., Tipton, Indiana.
Ferguson, Walter, General Tire & Rubber Co., Logansport,
Indiana.
Ford, 0. Robert, Johns-iAanville Corp., Alexandria, Indiana.
Gossman, Carl, Cummins Engine Co., Columbus, Indiana.
Hanson, Floyd K., Sealed Power Co., Muskegon, Michigan.
Hubbman, Harold, Cummins Engine Co., Columbus, Indiana.
Hunter, Benton, David Bradley Mfg. Co., Bradley, Illinois.
Iahoff, J. L. , University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Jackson, Morris M. , Duncan Electric Mfg. Co., Lafayette,
Indiana.
Johnson, Ray, Perfect Circle Corp., Hagerstown, Indiana.










Keller , Donald '*., Noblitt-Sparks Indu&triet, Inc., Columbus,
Indiana.
King, S. L. , Brunswick B,vlke Oollender Co., Muskegon,
Michigan.
Keepoaan, • J., Aluminum Company of America, Lafayette,
Indiana.
Laltala, Everett, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
Leaan, Howard H. , Armstrong Cork Co., Kankakee, Illinois.
Lewie, Richard L. , Johns-Manvi lie Corp., 920 r.eet Washington
t., Alexandria, Indiana.
Long, Paul R. , Cummins Engine Co., Columbus, Indiana.
Luther, F. H. , Muskegon Piston Ring Co., Muskegon, Michigan.
Marek, Robert F. , Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jeff ersonvilie,
Indiana.
Martin, Duane, General Tire * Rutber Co., Wabash, Indiana.
McAlpin, Melburn, f#l Dobbins Mfg. Co., 703 W. Beardsley
Ave., Elkhart, Indiana.
McMillan, Robert H. , Noblitt-Sparks Industries, Inc., Frsnklin,
Indiana.
Miller, Larry, RCA-Victor Division, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Morgan, William H. , Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jef fersonville,
Indiana.
Morris, Hed F., Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jeffer&onville,
Indiana.
Myers, Cordon, General Tire & Rubber Co., Logansport, Indiana.
Napier, Gerald E., Colgate-Palnolive-P^et Co., Jeffersonville,
Indiana.
Neese, John F. , Noblitt-Sparks Industries, Inc., Greenwood,
Indiana.
Nickelson, Robert L. , Crosley Corporation, Richmond, Indiana.
Patterson, Kenneth, Noblitt-Sparks Industrie?, Inc., Columbus,
Indiana.
Pickering, John I., Johns-Manville Products Corp., 920 i.
Washington, Alexandria, Indiana.
Pickett, Milton, Koblitt-3parks Industrie^, Inc., North
Vernon, Indiana.
Poer, Lowell 3., General Tire & Rubber Co., Kaba&h, Indiana.
Rahdert, Karl G., Indiana University, Bloomington, * Indiana.
Ruble, Jame^ K. , Noblitt-Sparks Industries, Inc., Columbus,
Indiana.
Sands, Oran J., Jr., Koblitt-Sparits Industries, Inc., Columbus,
Indiana.
Schroeder, Roy C. , Peerlesb Pumpt Co., Indianapolis, Indiana.
Seclge, Robert G. , David Bradley Mfg. Works, Bradley, Illinois.
Sefin fe , Nicholas R. , Brunswick Bailee CcUencer Co., iuskegon,
loaigaiL.
Aen en, Floyd 1. 1 David Bradley Mf£. Works, Bradley,
Illinois.






91ater, Keith, EYansvllle College, Evanbville, Inaiana.
9aith, Harolvl A., RCA- ,r ictor Division, Indianapolis, Indiana.
Sorenson, Riuhard J., Colgate-Falmolive-reete Co., Jefferson-
Tille, Iii 1 na.
Straus, Herman A., .'5ervel Inc., Eranavilie, Indiana.
Swindell, John M., Perfect Circle Corp., Hagerstown, Ind.
Tllles, oeymour, Timken Hetroit Axle Co., 100-400 Clark
Ave., n^troit, Michigan.
Trout, Gordon M., Peerlecs Pump Div., Indianapolis, Indiana.
o*r, Ray, Perfect Circle Corp., Ha^ersto.m, Indiana.
felborn, Charles B. , Johns- Manville Corp., Alexandria,
I; i
.
Wild, «. R., Americ t 1 Foundries , East Chicago, Indiana.
*orl, Gene §., Perfect Circle Corp., Pox 191, Hew Castle,
Indiana.
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3PaC1i
'PIP Please qnswer all
questions as accurately as possible.
Circls number to leit of appropriate
answer. All of the information on
this questionaire Is considered
_.
TIAL . Neither your name nor








*hat characterises the direct labor in your plant:
1. Bench work
2. Machine *ork
3. Gross body Bovoments (moving around)





lumber of employees in your plant.
1. 50 or lees
51 to 100
1U1 to 200
4. 301 to 300
. 301 to 500
6. 501 to 750
7. 751 to 1000
8. 1001 to 1500
9. Over 1500
Length ot time you nave been making time studies.
1. Less than six months and actively engaged
2. Less than six months, but not now actively engaged
3. More than six months , but less than a year and
actively engaged
4. Wore tnan six months, but lerb tnan a year end
not now actively entrap'
5. More than one year, but less than two years and
actively engaged
6. Hore than one year, but less th?>n two years and
not now actively engaged
7. Two to four years
8. Five to ten years
9. Over ten years









8. Ihere did you receive your initlnl time study training





9. Do you rate compared to
1. your concept of standard performance









Problem: To determine the value of K fc>o tnat the bum of the
squares of the variation abcut tne X Y line is a
minimum.
Let: 1. A, B, and C be ue average of the ratings assigned
by the observers on the three paces of the same 5ob.
3. a, b, and c be a consistent series ba^ed upon tne frame
count of the three paces on the same job determined
as follows:
Hi is the frame count per cycle of first film
Ng is the frame count per cycle of second film
N3 is the frame count per cvcle of third film
c4§""then, «*•
The sum of the deviations about X~Y i
d= A-Ka+3-Eb+(VKc
Squaring; the dum of these deviations






How in order to find a. minimum value of K, we take the first
partial cieviative of d2 with respect to K ind set it equpl
to Eero.
6d d _


















































| .9948 Kb 99.5
Kc 115.1
a
3+b^ c2- 3.307 Aa+Bb+Cc = 329.0
Data to Determine % flitnln Varloue Ratine Errors
Actual
Rat ing








Ka 98 35 44 51 67 49 61 71 93
Kb 100 34 36 53 67 47 50 72 93
Ic 115 36 40 48 69 50 56 67 96
Oat a to Det ermine 1o Rating Within V*u•ious 4*m of Oroup ' • :.
Mean
A 98 35 44 51 67 49 61 71 93
B 107 33 50 55 70 46 70 76 97
C 109 20 35 64 70 28 49 49 97
sample data 3hset for calculation of best approximates
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METHOD OF AJULY3I9 OF VARIANCE AS Ai I TO THE
DIFFERENCE AMOHG SEVERAL MEAMS
Q - Total variation
^o= Variation among tue column means
%e~ Total variation within the columns
T - Grand total of all x's in table
N - Number of x»6 in table
Ti= Total of all x's in first column
T3^ Total of all x's in second column
k = Number of groups
*1= Number of x's in the first column
Na?Number of x's in the second column
^Unbiased estimate of variance of column means
*2=Unbiased estimate of variance within columns
Q- ( Sum of squares of individual x's) -
Qe= <* - Qc
To determine whether the Fc is significant, look up the
levels of &£ and 5% in the F tables for degrees of freedom
k - 1, and N - k.
If the F from the data exceeds F 01 then there is good
evidence that there is something else besides chance causing
the columns to differ significantly among themselves.
If the observed Fc lies between F^i a&d ^.05 we d0 lt0 *
have conclusive evidence but in seme ca^es would be willing to
assert that there is an assignable cause at work.
If the observed Fc is below F 05 we have no real evidence
for supposing that anything besides chsnee ie responsible for
















FILM NO. OORRSCT RATS 151 TJg 4l<*
" iiii
1-1 98 49 61 71 93
1-2 IOC 47 50 72 93
1-3 115 50 56 67 96
3-1 85 8 31 32 74
3-3 107 29 53 57 94
2-3 141 33 50 51 93
3-1 75 7 16 17 50
3-3 85 18 46 46 93
3-3 97 11 31 33 74
4-1 97 31 36 49 71
4-3 105 71 72 86 97
4-3 134 35 43 44 93
5-1 106 31 60 74 93
5-3 117 38 51 74 99
5-3 111 54 61 89 99
6-1 96 33 47 64 93
6-2 104 39 46 53 97
6-3 104 39 63 68 97
AVjuHAGS 33 48 58 89
31 GTE?; CY
PERCSflT OF i *ITHIH
GROUP 4
±20?FIU NO. AV ZRAf}* RA^E M 17.5* 2io£
1-1 98 49 61 71 93
1-2 107 46 69 76 97
1-3 109 38 49 49 97
2-1 95 51 53 68 86
3-2 108 28 53 57 94
3-3 134 36 47 53 92
3-1 90 33 50 51 89
3-2 84 39 46 46 85
3-3 86 39 51 51 83
4-1 108 19 47 50 97
4-2 105 71 72 86 97
4-3 125 49 51 58 97
5-1 108 31 68 68 97
5-3 111 39 44 70 97
5-3 109 43 58 G7 99
6-1 97 32 47 64 93
6-3 108 38 67 68 99
6-3 105 58 j*a 78 97


























FILM KO. gOHRgcy RATfi
_±5S -tf.5* ^0^ *m
1-1 96 67 67 67 83
1-2 97 67 67 83 100
1-3 112 50 50 50 100
2-1 79 17 17 67
2-2 100 67 67 83 100
2-3 132 33 66 83
3-1 66 17
3-2 74 17 17 17 33
3-3 86 33 33 33 83
4-1 90 17 17 17 83
4-2 97 83 83 83 83
4-3 124 67 67 83 100
5-1 99 50 50 67 83
5-2 109 33 67 83 100
5-3 104 33 67 67 83
6-1 96 50 67 67 83
6-2 99 33 50 67 83
6-3 99 17 33 67 83
AVERAGE 38 47 56 81
30NSI3TJ5WOT.










1-2 103 83 100 100 100
1-3 104 50 100 100 100
2-1 86 33 33 66 83
2-2 102 50 67 67 100
2-3 131 33 67 100
3-1 80 17 17 67
3-2 76 17 17 33
3-3 73 33 33 33 50
4-1 103 67 83 83 100
4-2 95 67 83 83 83
4-3 117 83 100 100 100
5-1 108 33 83 83 100
5-2 110 33 33 67 100
5-3 95 33 50 bO 83
6-1 86 17 17 33 50
6-2 105 17 17 67 83
6-3 104 67 67 67 100














TILk 50. . RATS ±& ±7.5* ±10* ±20*
1-1 98 44 62 75 94
1-2 100 38 44 56 94
1-3 115 44 44 50 100
3-1 84 12 38 38 75
3-2 105 44 44 69 100
2-3 138 19 38 56 94
?-l 78 19 19 19 56
3-2 88 31 50 69 94
3- 101 35 25 31 82
4-1 97 25 31 50 75
4-2 105 69 75 81 100
4-3 134 31 50 50 94
5-1 110 31 37 68 94
5-3 113 35 75 75 94
5-3 106 44 68 69 100
6-1 101 19 16 56 88
6-2 105 62 69 81 100
6-3 105 69 11 Si 100
A'/tiRAOii 36 48 60 90
OOHSISTEHCT
PERCENT OF GROUP WITHIH
GROUP
film 20. ATIRAQK RATE **k •±7.5$ ±10* ±20*
i-i 100 62 69 81 94
1-2 107 44 69 75 94
1-3 107 19 81 94 100
2-1 92 25 44 62 88
2-2 106 31 44 75 IOC
2-3 132 50 50 75 88
3-1 93 44 44 56 88
3-2 88 31 50 69 94
3-3 89 35 25 44 75
4-1 108 25 56 62 100
4-2 107 56 88 86 100
4-3 123 31 50 50 100
5-1 105 56 63 75 94
5-3 107 44 69 69 94
5-3 107 44 81 81 100
6-1 99 12 35 38 94
6-2 109 31 56 94 IOC
6-3 104
-i£ u 81 100






















CS I? ?I*E STUDY FIy - 2 to 4 Year a (30 Men)
BE3T APPROX.
PERCEMT OF GROUP WITHIK
fiul .:,. CC RA1E ±51% tfM ML. ±Jk.
1-1 98 45 55 70 95
1-2 108 -5 50 S6 100
1-3 115 45 45 60 90
3-1 86 30 iO 50 80
2-3 108 30 55 60 95
3-: 143 30 35 50 85
3-1 100 20 30 30 55
3-2 87 5 30 65 80
3-3 100 15 15 45 80
4-1 99 20 50 50 65
4-2 107 55 90 90 100
4-3 136 15 20 70 90
5-1 104 60 60 60 95
5-3 116 45 45 GO 95
5-3 110 65 65 95 100
6-1 98 45 55 70 85
6-2 102 30 50 55 100
6-3 102 30 5§ 65 95





FILM NO. 4OU01 RAT?. j££ sfc7.5£ tMft ±20j
1-1 97 45 60 70 95
1-2 108 45 60 65 100
1-3 109 30 45 85 90
3-1 96 35 55 65 85
3-3 110 35 35 70 95
3-3 136 35 40 60 85
3-1 91 40 50 65 100
3-3 85 10 30 30 80
3-3 90 50 50 50 80
4-1 111 45 45 90 100
4-3 107 55 90 90 100
4-3 127 45 65 65 95
5-1 107 30 75 75 95
5-3 113 35 60 60 95
5-3 110 65 65 95 100
6-1 94 35 60 60 90
6-3 105 40 50 35 100
6-3 104 30 §£ 65 95
AVERAGE 38 55 66 93
























EXPERIENCE IN TIME 9H Z't riZLD - Over 4 Yearn (38 ken)
1
PERCENT Of OROUP WITHI
BEoT APPROX.
Tllll MO. OC RATE 22k ±7.5* Htf ±-o*
1-1 99 54 64 71 93
1-2 LOO 39 33 64 M
1-3 116 57 75 79 96
3-1 86 11 18 35 60
3-2 ioa n 46 50 96
3-.-1 14 39 43 57 96
3-1 74 7 14 14 35
3~ 83 40 43 64 89
3-3 96 4 14 31 68
4-1 96 31 35 46 68
4-2 104 46 G4 68 96
4-3 133 39 „ | 64 93
5-1 106 36 M 68 94
5-2 117 43 57 83 IOC
5-3 113 50 75 79 100
6-1 103 46 61 61 100
6-3 107 32 64 64 96
6-3 107 M 68 79 96
AVERAGE 33 48 59 87
qaaaivtvaai
- PERCENT OF GROUP WITH]
GROUP
fii* m* AVERAGE RATE ±5f ±7.5* *10f ±30*
i-i 98 54 54 71 93
1-2 107 46 71 79 96
1-3 111 72 75 86 100
2-1 99 36 1 | 54 86
2-2 109 35 43 64 96
3-3 134 39 50 57 89
3-1 91 54 57 64 89
3-2 83 39 43 64 89
3-3 83 39 43 64 es
4-1 106 32 50 57 -9
4-2 104 46 64 67 96
4-3 126 31 50 54 89
5-1 111 39 39 79 100
5-2 113 33 79 F6 100
5-3 113 50 75 79 100
6-1 100 54 54 79 96
6-3 111 54 54 86 96
6-3 107 a. 68 79 96
AVERAGE 42 56 70 94
H i






tfl- (sx. viohiga*) ?0 M«m
;.
'
PKRCEITT CF Of(CUP ITHIH
BE I.
_J_ j_ *ATJ ±b< ±7.5* *luv *p;
1-1 99 50 50 55 90
1-3 96 Jb 25 bO 90
1-3 113 *0 •JO 65 100
3-1 80 15 35 40 65
2-2 101 35 50 80 90
2- 133 35 -.5 70 90
-1 73 10 10 10 35
3-3 81 50 ^0 80
3-3 93 10 25 25 70
4-1 91 .5 15 35 60
4-2 98 ^b 55 60 100
4-3 126 50 60 95
5-1 101 40 55 75 90
5-2 113 70 75 95
5-3 106 45 65 80 90
6-1 100 45 80 95
6-2 104 30 55 60 100
6-3 104 5J 75
—
100




PBRCJSflT or GROUP HITHIH
GROUP
FILM :io. A- .'.. at *7.5$ -klu-r ±20*
1-1 94 35 55 60 90
1-2 106 65 85 90
1-3 107 35 80 85 100
3-1 88 35 45 55 85
3- 103 35 75 80 95
2-3 137 75 75 75 95
3-1 86 x5 35 80
3-2 80 30 40 s5 80
3-3 83 35 35 50 60
-1 98 35 70 75 95
4-2 101 50 55 75 95
4-3 119 55 80 85 100
5-1 105 65 65 85 100
5-2 108 60 7b 80 95
5-3 105 65 70 80 90
6-1 96 30 40 60 95
6-2 106 40 50 70 100
6-3 105 75 2£ 90 100







AREA - CSKTRAL tflPfgST f SI ,ten)
A-3CU1A0T
PERC OF GROUP WITHIN
BEST A IK
.-!.,. OORRECj <ate *5V: ±7.b ±10* ±20*-
1-1 99 45 64 74 94
1- 100 45 42 66 94
1-3 116 45 M 56 100
3-1 85 16 ie 68
3-a 107 19 58 68 100
3-3 141 82 55 5b 97
3-1 78 6 6 13 48
3-2 87 32 45 74 94
3- 100 13 16 46 71
4-1 97 2 M 52 81
4-2 104 61 81 87 97
4-3 137 16 23 45 90
5-1 104 5? 68 74 97
5-2 115 52 52 78 100
5-3 110 48 64 90 100
6-1 101 39 42 55 90
6-2 105 53 55 74 97
6-3 105 ii It m 94
AVKRAtlff 33 45 61 89
;v..:: : .mat
PERC. OF GRCt ITHIH
GRCl. J
FILM AYERAi IAT« ±s: ±7.51 ±10£ ±20£
1-1 98 48 N 64 74 94
1-2 108 45 6£ 71 100
1-3 108 33 71 74 100
2-1 98 48 58 71 90
2-2 108 16 58 68 100
3-3 133 36 48 !<* 97
3-1 94 4G 58 64 M
3-2 89 3 . 64 78 87
3-3 86 4-: 48 48 67
4-1 108 45 17 76 97
4-2 104 61 81 87 97
4-3 125 48 58 94
5-1 107 43 71 71 97
5-2 11 71 74 IOC
5-2 113 71 76 100
6-1 100 39 42 76 90
6-2 108 32 68 68 97
6-3 103 a §1 64 94












ARSA - .: mm (12 Ken)
1801




RATE ±bt *7.5* ±L ± aoi
1-1 98 43 50 75 92
1-3 99 m 50 75
1-3 115 GO 58 75 83
3-1 88 43 58 75
2- 110 43 42 75 83
2- 145 33 58 58 63
3-1 81 33 33 33 58
3-3 81 17 33 83
3-3 93 36 50 67
-1 100 33 33 33 83
4-2 108 o3 32 93 1C
4-3 139 17 33 75 92
5-1 104 It 43 43 75
5-2 116 43 SO
5-3 110 50 50 92 100
6-1 99 50 50 37 83
-2 103 35 33 33 92
6-3 103 11 67 67 100
Av SCRAGS 34 48 n 84
3 <?*
ft C r GROUP vxthi
)UP
W1U 1 ..
,lid z2L AM £i2i $m
1-1 94 43 67 75 92
1- 106 43 -7 75 83
1-3 111 58 58 83
2-1 96 17 50 75
2- 110 .3 *2 75 p:
2-3 140 50 IT 82
3-1 87 17 33 33 83
3-3 73 35 II 43 75
3-3 -3 50 67 83
4-1 115 50 50 67 100
4-1 33 58 100 IOC
4-3 138 50 7 75 92
5-1 111 50 50 75 83
5-2 IU 33 53 08
5-3 107 50 75 75 100
3-1 88 17 33 50 83
6-3 109 00 42 75 IC
6-3 107 50 93 92 100










PERCEKT 0* GROUP » IT HIE
TIL* NO. OOHRSiCT RATS ±5* ±7.5* *10J *90f
1-1 101 78 89 100 100
1-3 102 44 78 78 100
1-3 118 56 89 89 100
3-1 91 32 22 78 89
2-3 115 89 89 100 100
3-3 151 33 44 67 78
3-1 79 78
3-3 89 56 55 56 99
3-3 102 33 44 44 67
4-1 104 11 11 89
4-2 112 44 78 73 100
4-3 143 44 *4 56 100
5-1 107 11 44 44 89
5-3 118 56 89 89 100
5-3 112 56 78 89 IOC
6-1 106 33 89 100 100
6-2 110 78 78 100 100
6-3 110 56 5£ M 100
AVgRAGE 44 60 70 93
QOESISTENCY
PERCENT OF GROUP WITHIK
GROUP
nu no.. AVERAGE RATE £* *7.&? ±ioi ±30*
1-1 102 67 100 100 100
1-3 106 44 67 100 100
1-3 114 89 89 89 100
3-1 100 78 78 89 100
3-3 117 89 100 100 100
3-3 144 44 56 67 100
3-1 93 89 100 100 100
3-3 39 56 56 56 89
3-3 92 32 44 100
4-1 121 78 89 100 100
4-2 111 56 56 78 100
4-3 131 23 56 78 100
5-1 114 33 33 56 100
5-2 113 56 89 89 100
5-3 110 67 78 100 100
6-1 104 78 89 89 100
6-2 115 100 100 100 100
6-3 108 52. 78 IS 100































,ACE CF TIMS 3TUDY TRAlM ING - COLLEGE GROUP (32 Men)
ACCURACY
BS3T X.
JPERCENT OF GROUP with:
FILM NC V CORRECT RAT? *££ *7.5* *iof *?<#
1-1 96 45 55 64 91
1-3 98 37 50 64 91
1-3 113 36 55 55 96
3-1 85 14 50 50 82
2-3 107 41 59 59 91
-3 141 n 50 50 91
3-1 73 14 14 32 50
3-2 78 33 32 50 77
3-3 94 14 33 45 77
4-1 97 36 50 50 68
4-3 105 73 73 91 100
4-3 134 27 54 55 96
5-1 102 36 64 64 86
5-2 113 41 77 77 96
5-3 107 45 77 77 91
6-1 100 41 41 82 86
6-3 103 27 45 45 96
6-3 103 A 21 2£ 100
AVERAGE 34 52 60 87
CON3I3TSUCY
:PERCEWT OF GROUP WITH
GROUP
FILM NO. AVERAGE RATE 454 +7.5$ SfelOl ±2<4>
1-1 9R 4 3 55 64 91
1-3 103 45 68 68 96
1-3 108 14 73 73 96
2-1 90 37 41 41 82
2-3 105 50 50 77 100
3-3 139 32 45 59 91
2-1 88 18 33 50 91
3-3 78 18 37 41 83
3-3 85 23 45 55 86
4-1 109 14 32 86 100
4-3 106 73 73 91 100
4-3 124 55 55 55 100
b-1 106 18 50 73 91
5-3 112 41 17 17 96
5-3 103 41 68 68 91
6-1 93 37 37 45 86
6-3 111 55 55 68 100
6-3 103 ii 73 21 100
AVERAGE 34 50 61 93
uM
V <-.'•





















wif i . ~ RAT?- 4ft ±7.5* &of> *2Qi
i-i 96 45 55 64 91
1-2 98 37 50 64 91
1-3 113 36 55 55 N
2-1 85 14 50 50 82
3-3 107 41 59 59 91
3-3 141 33 50 91
3-1 73 14 14 32 50
3-3 83 33 33 50 77
3-3 94 14 33 45 77
4-1 97 36 50 50 68
4-3 105 73 73 91 100
4-3 134 37 54 55 96
b-1 103 36 64 64 86
5-3 113 41 77 77 96
5-3 107 45 77 77 91
6-1 100 41 41 82 86
6-3 103 37 45 45 96
b-3 103 il ft 23 100




Tim :.To, AVERAGE RATE *2k *7.. ±10f *30^
i-i 96 45 55 64 91
1-3 103 45 68 68 96
1-3 108 14 73 73 96
3-1 90 27 41 41 83
3-3 105 50 50 77 100
2-3 139 32 45 59 91
3-1 88 18 33 50 91
3-3 78 18 37 41 83
3-3 85 33 41 55 86
4-1 109 13 33 86 100
4-3 106 73 73 91 100
4-3 134 55 bb 55 100
5-1 106 18 50 73 91
5-3 113 41 17 17 96
5-3 103 41 68 68 91
6-1 93 37 37 45 86
6-2 111 55 55 68 100
i*a 103 ii 73 73 100
















FIU. NO. .H JT RATS *££ *7.5£ aULOJ 3t20i
1-1 94 30 70 70 90
1-3 96 30 50 70 90
1-3 11 50 50 90 100
3-1 *4 30 40 40 70
3-3 JM 10 30 70 100
3-3 139 30 50 50 90
3-1 65 10 10 10
3-3 73 30 30 40 70
3-3 64 40 40 40 80
4-1 95 30 30 40 40
4-2 103 70 30 80 90
4-3 131 60 70 80 100
5-1 103 60 70 80 100
5-3 113 10 50 50 90
5-3 107 40 60 60 70
6-1 96 40 40 60 80
6-3 100 40 40 80 90
6-3 100 §2t 60 80 90




FILk ID. AVERAGE RATE ±5i ±7.5* !io£ ±30^
1-1 90 10 30 80 90
1-2 105 50 60 80 100
1-3 106 50 70 90 100
3-1 88 40 40 40 80
2-2 106 10 30 70 100
3-3 136 50 50 50 90
3-1 82 20 20 50 70
3-2 72 20 20 40 70
3-3 73 40 40 50 90
4-1 110 50 50 90 IOC
4-2 100 80 80 80 90
4-3 122 70 70 100 100
5-1 106 30 80 90 100
5-2 111 40 40 60 90
5-3 104 40 60 60 70
6-1 92 30 20 40 70
6-3 105 40 40 60 90
6-3 99 50 60 §£ 90





31 ZS OF ^UffT - 300 to 10 JQ EMPLOYE tlf tfan]
perck: with:Mi
nu tRFCT RATE *5& ±7.5£ *10* ±201
1-1 *<? 57 68 76 9b
1-3 101 35 57 93
1-3 117 46 68 73 97
3-1 86 16 34 33 68
3-2 108 24 59 62 97
3-3 143 33 43 57 97
3-. 79 8 14 19 63
3-2 88 •? 46 59
3-3 101 23 24 30 61
4-1 97 16 19 <*6 73
4-2 105 76 78 bo 97
4-3 134 34 41 93
-1 lOf 57 59 70 97
5- 116 59 63 64 100
i-a 110 57 70 95 100
6-1 104 43 59 59 100
6-2 108 33 76 78
6-3 108 ii Uk 81 100





FIL4 NO. AVERAQ1 HATS *§& ±7.5f ±104 ±20f
1-1 99 57 68 76 95
1-3 108 46 68 73 97
1-3 110 46 51 100
3-1 98 41 51 65 92
2-3 110 41 46 81 97
2-3 134 38 51 57 92
3-i 93 43 51 65 89
3-3 90 14 49 51 81
3-3 90 37 51 54 81
4-1 109 46 51 84 9b
4-3 105 76 78 86 97
-3 126 5i 57 65 89
5-i 108 37 65 65 100
5-3 112 35 81 84 100
5-3 112 63 76 81 100
6-1 101 43 49 63 97
6-3 110 57 59 93 100
6-3 108 u 76 81 100






.:j or run - over looo jr. :~.~ (21 yen)
iMWliT RMBn
B-J3T AWIOX.
nut . CORRECT RATE ±36 ±7.5* AiO.
1-1 97 38 38 62
1-2 98 28 57 62
1-3 114 38 it 52
3-1 83 19 19 43
3-2 105 43 48 7 J
3-3 138 14 34
3-1 73 19 19 33
3-2 83 19 28 67
3-3 94 10 14
4-1 96 24 38 87
4-3 104 43 62 63
4-3 133 19 33 48
5-1 102 33 63 73
5-3 113 33 63 67
5-3 107 38 76 76
6-1 99 48 48 63
6-2 103 24 43 52
6-3 103 a 48 n
AVERA 28 43 57
pkrcs:NT OF GROU
GROUP
IBM NQ.. AVERAGE RATE *£i *.7.5£ ±lQfy
1-1 97 38 38
1-3 105 37 73 90
1-3 107 34 81 81
2-i 91 33 53 67
3-2 105 43 48 72
2-3 133 14 38 52
3-1 90 38 47 48
3-3 81 19 33 38
3-3 83 48 48 63
4-1 104 53 57 -33
4-2 107 38 81 81
4-3 124 34 24 33M 109 38 38 ??
5-2 108 52 73 81
5-3 105 62 73 81
6-1 94 38 67 67
-2 107 19 57 57
6-3 103 3£ 18 61



















































PERCENT or or WITHIN
BE X.
FILL TO. 00RRE3T Rats *tf ±7.5 i ±10% ±X 1
1-1 100 47 47 76 88
1-3 101 34 34 47 88
1- 117 41 76 83 IOC
3-1 95 18 35 35 71
2- 107 18 53 53 100
2-3 141 53 76 76 IOC
-1 75 41
3- 84 Mi 41 41 82
3-3 96 39 35 Zb 76
-i 34 47 59 a
4-2 106 41 76 94 IOC
4-3 136 34 39 100
5-1 105 35 86 76 100
5- Il6 59 76 100
5- 111 53 65 ':* 94
6-1 102 29 59 59 94
6-3 106 41 47 59 94
6-3 106 35 21 u K
AVERA 35 50 61 89
C. 5TEHGY
PERCENT or GROUP WITHIN
GROUP
FI L. AVSRAOS RATTC ±g£ £7 • 5^ ±10'* ittl
1-1 96 35 53 R5 83
1- 111 59 58 76 100
1- ua 53 71 71 100
2-1 94 24 41 65 94
2- 111 41 41 65 IOC
2-3 133 59 71 94 100
3-1 »7*j 47 59 65 94
3-2 84 m 41 41 83
s- sa 41 41 76 82
4-1 u 39 76 75 100
4- 1G4 59 76 88 100
4-3 139 39 65 88 100
5-i 110 47 4? 94 100
5-3 114 B3 71 76 10
5-3 108 24 65 76 94
6-1 98 34 41 59 88
6-2 111 53 53 82 •4
6-3 105 '21 21 21 94









PERCENT Or OROUP WITHIN
BEST X.
Til NO, R4TI j£l *ZJ.i ±io£ ±.
1-1 57 73 72 100
1-3 )0 57 57 72 86
1-3 116 57 73 73 100
3-1 3 39 9 43 57
-3 10 43 57 100 100
2-3 123 57 73 88 100
.-1 ft
2-2 l 14 14 29 100
34 43 43 57 72
4-1 3 14 14 14 72
4-2 101 14 14 29 86
.-3 129 :7 73 73 100
5-1 103 14 57 57 86
B- 114 73 86 100
5-3 108 73 86 100 100
8-1 103 43 43 43 100
6-3 107 14 43 57 100
6-3 107 n M B6 100
AVERAGE 39 50 59 87
rcior
PERCENT ~F OROtJP WITHIfl
GKOUP
FIL- '10. AVuRAGS RATE *Sfc *Jl ±iai ±£
1-i 95 57 57 88 100
1-3 108 39 43 57 100
1-3 111 29 73 86 100
-1 93 14 14 43 72
»-a 103 14 86 100 100
-3 123 43 57 86 100
2-1 88 43 57 57 86
-3 84 39 57 57 100
2-3 79 14 39 29 86
4-1 108 57 73 73 100
4-3 100 14 14 43 100
4-3 130 57 57 100 100
5-1 109 29 5? 57 100
5-3 109 39 73 86 100
5-2 108 72 86 100 100
6-1 94 29 73 86 100
G- 106 14 43 73 100
6- 108 u 86 86 10





















oI/E Of TOWN - 10.000 - 35.001
AOOURAC*
PERCENT OF GROUP WHIN
BEST APPROX.
TIL4 NO. oohrsct rate JtS± *7.5 4±k_ ±20
1-1 95 56 56 84 89
1-3 96 39 39 50 89
1-3 111 44 50 84 94
3-1 83 17 17 33 72
3-3 103 39 67 67 94
3-3 136 17 32 39 94
3-1 75 33 44 44
3-3 84 33 38 38 78
3-3 96 38 33 39 63
4-1 96 32 39 67 84
4-3 103 39 73 78 89
4-3 133 33 38 50 78
5-1 103 44 67 67 7B
5-3 113 39 67 67 94
5-3 108 39 61 67 100
6-1 100 44 44 78 89
6-2 103 44 56 62 94
6-3 103 12 ii 67 94
AVERAGE 33 47 59 85
CONSISTENCY
PERCENT OF GROUP WITHIN
GROUP
FILM NO. AVERAGE RATS *£ tf.8* iM 420.
1-1 92 39 56 67 89
1-3 104 33 67 78 94
1-3 106 38 56 84 100
3-1 92 39 56 67 84
3-3 103 39 67 67 94
3-3 132 11 17 50 94
3-1 89 6 28 44 84
3-3 84 33 38 38 28
3-3 85 6 33 33 78
4-1 10? D* ; 73 73 94
4-3 106 44 67 84 94
4-3 121 50 50 67 94
5-1 106 33 61 67 84
5-3 109 33 50 84 94
5-3 109 39 39 78 100
6-1 93 50 67 67 84
6-3 107 17 78 78 94
6-3 106 3£ 50 Ii 9i























-IZK, OF TOWN - 35.'300 - 50. 000 (11 wen)
ACCURACY
RCENT OF GROUP WITHIN
8E3T APPRO X.
nut no. iRECT rate *£1 ±7.5£ ±30*
1-1 99 64 64 64 100
1-2 100 73 73 100
1-3 116 36 45 54 100
3-1 85 9 45 45 83
3-3 107 45 64 64 100
3-3 141 9 36 36 91
3-1 75 9 18 18 73
2-3 85 73 73 91
3-3 97 9 9 37 91
4-1 96 18 37 64 73
4-3 103 83 83 M 100
4-3 II 18 4 5 54 100
5-1 10? 54 73 73 100
5-3 114 36 73 73 91
5-3 108 36 73 73 100
6-1 103 54 91 91 100
6-3 107 18 64 64 100
6-3 107 M 83 81 100
average 34 58 63 94
....
PERCENT OF GROUP WITHIN
GROUP
fil* so. average Rate ±H ±7.5& ±\Q$ :L20f
1-1 103 45 91 91 100
1-2 107 73 100 100 100
1-3 106 27 73 91 IOC
3-1 95 64 64 83 100
3-3 110 45 45 83 100
3-3 133 37 45 54 91
3-1 89 54 73 83 100
3-3 85 73 73 91
3-3 86 54 73 73 91
4-1 109 36 54 83 100
4-3 104 83 91 91 100
4-3 131 36 34 91 100
5-1 103 54 73 73 100
5- 110 64 64 91 91
5-3 111 36 45 73 100
6-1 103 54 91 91 100
6-3 110 45 45 91 100
6-3 104 36 64 64 100
AVERAGE 46 68 83 98
«












- 50 ,000 - 1LOO.000 (7 Men)
ACCURACY
PERCENT or GROUP HI
BEST APPROX.
FIL CORRECT RATS ±3% iL 41Q 4221
1-1 99 73 73 73 100
1-3 100 57 57 57 86
1-3 116 57 73 73
2-1 91 43 43
2-3 11<* 57 57 57 73
-3 150 14 .3 57 86
3-1 78 29 43
2-3 88 14 14 n 86
2-3 101 39 39 39 43
4-1 98 14 14 43
4-3 105 73 73 73 100
4-3 135 39 39 29 86
5-1 107 14 57 57 86
t-3 116 39 29 57 100
-3 113 29 73 86 100
6-1 99 43 57 57 86
-3 10? 14 29 39 100
6-3 103 £7 K §6 100
AVERAGE 33 43 52 79
gwraisraoY
PSRC' OF GROUP WITHIN
GROUP
FILM W. AVERAGE RATE £5& ±7.Ef ±10* ±20<
1-1 97 73 72 73 100
1-3 103 43 57 57 73
1-3 114 57 73 73 72
2-1 106 14 57 57 57
3-3 113 14 57 57 72
2-3 14 3 43 43 43 72
3-1 93 39 57 72 86
3-3 81 14 39 39 57
3-3 96 39 39 29 72
4-1 113 14 57 57 86
4-2 104 43 73 73 100
4-3 134 43 43 43 86
5-1 116 43 57 57 86
5-3 115 39 39 57 100
5-3 108 43 86 93 100
6-1 94 43 43 57
6-3 106 14 29 57 100
6-3 106 39 86 86 100




















PERCENT OF 3 WITH
BEUT APPROX.m 0ORRICT RATE *3k ±7,Sfr ±10<£ ±20_
1-1 98 45 83 91 100
1-2 100 37 36 73 100
1-3 116 *5 45 54 100
3-1 *S 18 37 37 91
3-3 110 54 73 91 100
3—
o
145 IT 36 36 100
3-1 77 9 9 9 54
3-3 86 36 54 73 P3
3-3 99 9 9 37 73
4-1 103 18 18 37 91
4-3 110 5* 83 100 100
4-3 140 37 36 54 91
5-1 104 45 73 73 91
5-2 114 54 33 91 100
5-3 109 84 83 100 100
6-1 101 45 <*5 64 91
6-3 105 54 64 83 100
6-3 105 31 36 && 100
AVERAGE 36 49 63 93
flpsisraicy
PERCENT OF GROUP WITH
GROUP
OH 10. AVERAGE RATE tfft *7.5# *10# g|g|
1-1 101 73 91 91 100
1-2 107 64 83 82 100
1-3 107 37 73 73 100
2-1 98 36 64 91 91
2-2 113 73 91 91 100
3-3 138 36 45 64 91
3-1 03 54 54 54 82
3-2 83 36 54 73 83
3-3 83 18 18 45 73
4-1 115 73 73 83 IOC
4-2 108 73 91 91 100
4-3 133 45 64 64 100
5-1 110 37 36 82 100
5-3 1C9 54 73 73 100
5-3 108 54 91 100 100
6-1 100 45 45 82 91
6-2 108 54 83 83 10G
6-3 102 1Z. 45 45 100
AVERAOS 48 35 76 95















GROUP RATING BY Ofl C OF JAHD PiKFORkANCE (55 .en)
ACCURACY
PERCENT OF GROUP WITH
BEST APPRO*.
FID* *0. 0ORRS.CT .A . £ ±2i ±7. 5*, *J-91t 430^
1-1 98 56 66 73 95
1-3 100 46 47 73 95
1-3 115 47 53 66 97
-1 86 34 31 38 71
3-3 107 37 51 56 96
2-3 143 31 36 51 93
3-1 77 9 9 20 49
3-2 86 38 51 64 89
3-3 99 16 18 33 73
4-1 95 18 32 51 64
4-3 103 58 78 80 95
4-3 170lw4 33 44 60
5-1 105 63 64 78 95
5-3 116 44 47 71 98
5-3 110 53 64 71 100
6-1 103 33 63 63 95
6-3 105 39 51 75 97
6-3 105 55 si 73 97
AVftRAOt 38 47 61 88
X5CT
P»CENT OF GROUP WITH
GROUP
fil ;. AVERA :1b RAT^ *Sk ±7.5* £fll *2v
1-1 98 55 56 73 95
1-3 107 46 69 78 95
1-3 109 31 51 88 98
2-1 97 38 51 56 87
3- 108 25 51 55 96
?-3 134 36 47 51 91
3-1 93 49 58 73 100
3-3 86 38 51 64 89
3-3 87 35 47 49 87
4-1 107 43 62 66 01
4-3 103 58 78 89 95
4-3 133 47 58 62 95
5-1 108 31 71 71 97
5- 113 . 67 71 98
5-3 HI 53 62 89 100
6-1 99 39 47 66 95
6-2 108 31 66 67 98
6-3 105 55 60 21 i
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a^ - . £& ±.7 . b*. ±101 *2,C
1-1 98 39 50 72 93
1-3 100 36 43 50 86
1- 116 57 57 73 93
2-1 83 31 39 43 7 |
2- 108 39 57 64 86
3-3 142 43 43 50 93
3-1 73 a 21 43 43
3-3 83 14 14 36 72
3-3 94 39 29 87 64
4-1 103 36 50 50 7^
4- 111 57 57 79 100
4-3 14 3 57 72 93
5-1 103 31 43 50 79
5-2 114 84 86 86 93
5-3 108 36 86 86 100
-1 100 6G 50 79 Bi
6-3 104 36 36 72 100
6-3 104 2fi 72 73 100






.. 10 ±.7.5^ ±io£ *3Q*
1-1 97 39 43 73
1-2 108 36 73 73 93
1-. 110 43 43 93 93
3-1 93 36 36 57 93
g-a 109 39 50 72 86
3-3 133 39 43 79 IOC
3-1 89 39 39 43 57
-2 81 14 29 29 79
3-3 83 43 43 73 79
4-1 113 7 38 43 10
4-3 lxl 57 57 ?9 100
4-3 134 36 50 57
5-1 110 36 36 79 93
5-3 109 50 72 86 93
5-3 107 36 86 88 100
6-1 94 21 57 93 100
6- 110 50 50 93 100
6-3 105 64 64 100








±b iZil *lO?i ^201
A***


































































































































































































33 48 58 89 39 55 64 94
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TABLE 15




























4.08 at 1# level
k &jo level
.06 .88 2 . 09
7.44 at 1* level
4.13 »t 5"? level
.75 2.63 1.34
b.06 at Yl level
3.18 at 5$ level
3.77 2.01 4.5G
3.20 at li level
2.30 at 5% level
1.29 2.20 .48
7.4<* at l£ level
4.13 at S*. level
.53 .20 .80
4.08 at l£ level
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